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Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor Harvard University Press
“Slow violence” from climate change, toxic drift, deforestation, oil spills, and the
environmental aftermath of war takes place gradually and often invisibly. Rob Nixon
focuses on the inattention we have paid to the lethality of many environmental
crises, in contrast with the sensational, spectacle-driven messaging that impels
public activism today. Big Data in Organizations and the Role of Human
Resource Management A Complex Systems Theory-Based Conceptualization
Peter Lang Gmbh, Internationaler Verlag Der Wissenschaften Big data are changing
the way we work. This book conveys a theoretical understanding of big data and the
related interactions on a socio-technological level as well as on the organizational
level. Big data challenge the human resource department to take a new role. An
organization's new competitive advantage is its employees augmented by big data.
The Environmentalism of the Poor A Study of Ecological Conﬂicts and
Valuation Edward Elgar Publishing This is a wonderful book rich in empirical detail,
full of theoretical insights, oﬀering hope in a bleak world, altogether inspiring. . . a
tremendous achievement of having helped to create the disciplines of ecological
economics and political ecology, bringing them alive in this book, and making their
insights available to the developing worldwide movement for environmental justice.
Pat Devine, Environmental Values Any book by the ecological economist Joan
Martinez-Alier is a Big Publishing Event. . . this is a book by a writer who loves his
subject, knows it well, respects its history, and is driven by the desire to do justice.
These are qualities enough to send you to the bookshop or the library in search of
The Environmentalism of the Poor. Andrew Dobson, Environment Politics The book is
a worthy and in-depth contribution to debates about political ecology and ecological
economics. It should be read by all environmental and ecological economists who
wish to make their analysis more relevant. Tim Forsyth, Progress in Development
Studies A marvellous combination of insight, research and activism. . . A must-read
for policymakers, practitioners and academics alike, and for anyone concerned with
sustainable development, environmentalism or poverty alleviation. Human Ecology
Journal . . . one of the most important environmental books to have been published
recently. Martinez-Alier integrates two of the most signiﬁcant areas of environmental
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theory political ecology and ecological economics. Eurig Scandrett, Friends of the
Earth Scotland The book has three main strengths: its bibliography, which is
extensive; the global perspective on the environmental movement and the
relationship with poverty; and the general theme of this interdisciplinary work, which
is not so much to provide new information, but to consider the existing information
in a new light. Martinez-Alier is to be commended for taking such a step in the
literature . . . the writing style is extremely approachable . . . Recommended. B.J.
Peterson, Choice [Joan] Martinez-Alier combines the honest discipline of a scholar
with the passionate energy of an activist. The result, The Environmentalism of the
Poor, is highly recommended! Herman E. Daly, University of Maryland, College Park,
US The Environmentalism of the Poor has the explicit intention of helping to establish
two emerging ﬁelds of study political ecology and ecological economics whilst also
investigating the relations between them. The book analyses several manifestations
of the growing environmental justice movement , and also of popular
environmentalism and the environmentalism of the poor , which will be seen in the
coming decades as driving forces in the process to achieve an ecologically
sustainable society. The author studies, in detail, many ecological distribution
conﬂicts in history and at present, in urban and rural settings, showing how poor
people often favour resource conservation. The environment is thus not so much a
luxury of the rich as a necessity of the poor. It concludes with the fundamental
questions: who has the right to impose a language of valuation and who has the
power to simplify complexity? Joan Martinez-Alier combines the study of ecological
conﬂicts and the study of environmental valuation in a totally original approach that
will appeal to a wide cross-section of academics, ecologists and environmentalists.
Crowd Design From Tools for Empowerment to Platform Capitalism
Birkhäuser The digital revolution is interwoven with the promise to empower the
user. Yet, the rise of centralized, commercial platforms for crowdsourced work
questions the validity of this narrative. In Crowd-Design, Florian Alexander Schmidt
analyses the workings and the rhetoric of crowdsourced work platforms by
comparing the way they address the masses today with historic notions of the
crowd. The utopian concepts of early online collaboration are taken as a vantage
point from which to view and critique current and, at times, dystopian applications of
crowdsourced work. The study is focused on the crowdsourcing of design tasks, but
these speciﬁc applications are used to examine the design of the more general
mechanisms employed by the platform providers to motivate and control the crowds.
Crowd-Design is as much about the crowdsourcing of design as it is about the design
of crowdsourcing. Global Change and the Earth System A Planet Under
Pressure Springer Science & Business Media Global Change and the Earth System
describes what is known about the Earth system and the impact of changes caused
by humans. It considers the consequences of these changes with respect to the
stability of the Earth system and the well-being of humankind; as well as exploring
future paths towards Earth-system science in support of global sustainability. The
results presented here are based on 10 years of research on global change by many
of the world's most eminent scholars. This valuable volume achieves a new level of
integration and interdisciplinarity in treating global change. Surviving Sudden
Environmental Change University Press of Colorado Archaeologists have long
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encountered evidence of natural disasters through excavation and stratigraphy. In
Surviving Sudden Environmental Change, case studies examine how eight diﬀerent
past human communities—ranging from Arctic to equatorial regions, from tropical
rainforests to desert interiors, and from deep prehistory to living memory—faced,
and coped with, such dangers. Many disasters originate from a force of nature, such
as an earthquake, cyclone, tsunami, volcanic eruption, drought, or ﬂood. But that is
only half of the story; decisions of people and their particular cultural lifeways are
the rest. Sociocultural factors are essential in understanding risk, impact, resilience,
reactions, and recoveries from massive sudden environmental changes. By using
deep-time perspectives provided by interdisciplinary approaches, this book provides
a rich temporal background to the human experience of environmental hazards and
disasters. In addition, each chapter is followed by an abstract summarizing the
important implications for today’s management practices and providing
recommendations for policy makers. Publication supported in part by the National
Science Foundation. Working Misunderstandings An Ethnography of Project
Collaboration in a Multinational Corporation in India transcript Verlag
Misunderstandings are often perceived as something to be avoided yet delineate an
integrative part of everyday work. This book addresses the role that
misunderstandings play in collaborative work and, above all, their eﬀects on the
organisational result. As exempliﬁed by project collaboration across three oﬃces of a
multinational corporation in India, Frauke Mörike explores how misunderstandings
shape the organisational system and why they prove not only necessary but even
productive for organisational functioning. In doing so, she oﬀers new ways to think
about collaboration and establishes `misunderstanding' as a key factor of insight for
the ﬁeld of organisational research. The Critical Makers (un) Learning
Technology Food Safety Culture Creating a Behavior-Based Food Safety
Management System Springer Science & Business Media Food safety awareness is
at an all time high, new and emerging threats to the food supply are being
recognized, and consumers are eating more and more meals prepared outside of the
home. Accordingly, retail and foodservice establishments, as well as food producers
at all levels of the food production chain, have a growing responsibility to ensure
that proper food safety and sanitation practices are followed, thereby, safeguarding
the health of their guests and customers. Achieving food safety success in this
changing environment requires going beyond traditional training, testing, and
inspectional approaches to managing risks. It requires a better understanding of
organizational culture and the human dimensions of food safety. To improve the food
safety performance of a retail or foodservice establishment, an organization with
thousands of employees, or a local community, you must change the way people do
things. You must change their behavior. In fact, simply put, food safety equals
behavior. When viewed from these lenses, one of the most common contributing
causes of food borne disease is unsafe behavior (such as improper hand washing,
cross-contamination, or undercooking food). Thus, to improve food safety, we need
to better integrate food science with behavioral science and use a systems-based
approach to managing food safety risk. The importance of organizational culture,
human behavior, and systems thinking is well documented in the occupational safety
and health ﬁelds. However, signiﬁcant contributions to the scientiﬁc literature on
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these topics are noticeably absent in the ﬁeld of food safety. The Hypothetical
Species Variables of Human Evolution Springer This book is a provocative and
invigorating real-time exploration of the future of human evolution by two of the
world’s leading interdisciplinary ecologists – Michael Charles Tobias and Jane Gray
Morrison. Steeped in a rich multitude of the sciences and humanities, the book
enshrines an elegant narrative that is highly empathetic, personal, scientiﬁcally
wide-ranging and original. It focuses on the geo-positioning of the human Self and its
corresponding species. The book's overarching viewpoints and poignant throughstory examine and powerfully challenge concepts associated historically with
assertions of human superiority over all other life forms. Ultimately, The Hypothetical
Species: Variables of Human Evolution is a deeply considered treatise on the
ecological and psychological state of humanity and her options – both within, and
outside the rubrics of evolutionary research – for survival. This important work is
beautifully presented with nearly 200 diverse illustrations, and is introduced with a
foreword by famed paleobiologist, Dr. Melanie DeVore. Challenges of a Changing
Earth Proceedings of the Global Change Open Science Conference,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 10–13 July 2001 Springer Science & Business
Media This volume is based on plenary presentations from Challenges of a Changing
Earth, a Global Change Open Science Conference held in Amsterdam, The Nethlands, in July 2001. The meeting brought together about 1400 scientists from 105 cotries around the world to describe, discuss and debate the latest scientiﬁc derstanding of natural and human-driven changes to our planet. It examined the
eﬀects of these changes on our societies and our lives, and explored what the future
might hold. The presentations drew upon global change science from an
exceptionally wide range of disciplines and approaches. Issues of societal
importance – the food system, air quality, the carbon cycle, and water resources –
were highlighted from both policy and science perspectives. Many of the talks
presented the exciting scientiﬁc advances of the past decade of international
research on global change. Several challenged the scientiﬁc community in the
future. What are the visionary and creative new approaches needed for studying a
complex planetary system in which human activities are in- mately interwoven with
natural processes? This volume aims to capture the timeliness and excitement of the
science p- sented in Amsterdam. The plenary speakers were given a daunting task:
to reproduce their presentations in a way that delivers their scientiﬁc messages
accurately and in suﬃcient detail but at the same time reaches a very broad
audience well beyond their own disciplines. Furthermore, they were required to do
this in just a few pages. Sustainability Matters Prospects for a Just Transition
in Calgary, Canada's Petro-City Calgary, Alberta is a culturally diverse urban
metropolis. Sprawling and car-dependent, fast-growing and aﬄuent, it is dominated
by the fossil fuel industry. For 30 years, Calgary has struggled to turn sustainability
rhetoric into reality. Sustainability Matters is the story of Calgary's setbacks and
successes on the path toward sustainability. Chronicling two decades of public
conversations, political debate, urban policy and planning, and scholarly discovery, it
is both a fascinating case study and an accessible introduction to the theory and
practice of urban sustainability. A clear-eyed view of the struggles of turning
knowledge into action, this book illuminates the places where theory and reality
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converge and presents an approach to municipal development, planning, and
governance that takes seriously the urgent need to address climate change and
injustice. Addressing a wide variety of topics and themes, including energy, diversity,
economic development, and ecological health, Sustainability Matters is both a
critique of current practice and a vision for the future that uses the city of Calgary as
a microcosm to address issues faced by cities around the world. This is essential
reading not only for every Calgarian working for a vibrant and sustainable future, but
for all those interested in in the future of cities in a post-carbon world. Earth
System Responses to Global Change Contrasts Between North and South
America Academic Press This book examines the diﬀerences and similarities in the
earth system components - the ocean, atmosphere, and the land - between western
portions of the northern and southern Western Hemispheres, past, present, and
projected. The book carefully examines the physical and biological patterns and
responses of given biomes, or ecological communities in the two regions. Special
emphasis is placed on the relationship of physicial and biotic systems to
biogeochemistry and the evolving biota patterns of land margins and surfaces. The
text concludes with an assessment of the direct impact on humans on these biomes,
giving full consideration to the land-use drivers of global change. * Integrated view of
earth system processes on the west coasts of North and South America Land of
Wondrous Cold The Race to Discover Antarctica and Unlock the Secrets of
Its Ice Princeton University Press A gripping history of the polar continent, from the
great discoveries of the nineteenth century to modern scientiﬁc breakthroughs
Antarctica, the ice kingdom hosting the South Pole, looms large in the human
imagination. The secrets of this vast frozen desert have long tempted explorers, but
its brutal climate and glacial shores notoriously resist human intrusion. Land of
Wondrous Cold tells a gripping story of the pioneering nineteenth-century voyages,
when British, French, and American commanders raced to penetrate Antarctica’s
glacial rim for unknown lands beyond. These intrepid Victorian explorers—James
Ross, Dumont D’Urville, and Charles Wilkes—laid the foundation for our current
understanding of Terra Australis Incognita. Today, the white continent poses new
challenges, as scientists race to uncover Earth’s climate history, which is recorded in
the south polar ice and ocean ﬂoor, and to monitor the increasing instability of the
Antarctic ice cap, which threatens to inundate coastal cities worldwide. Interweaving
the breakthrough research of the modern Ocean Drilling Program with the dramatic
discovery tales of its Victorian forerunners, Gillen D’Arcy Wood describes Antarctica’s
role in a planetary drama of plate tectonics, climate change, and species evolution
stretching back more than thirty million years. An original, multifaceted portrait of
the polar continent emerges, illuminating our profound connection to Antarctica in its
past, present, and future incarnations. A deep-time history of monumental scale,
Land of Wondrous Cold brings the remotest of worlds within close reach—an
Antarctica vital to both planetary history and human fortunes. Anarchist
Cybernetics Control and Communication in Radical Politics Bristol University
Press From Occupy, to the Indignados and the Arab Spring, the uprisings that
marked the last decade ignited a re-emergence of participatory democracy as a
political ideal within organizations. This pioneering book introduces cybernetic
thinking to politics and organizational studies to explore the continuing development
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of this radical idea. With a focus on communication and how alternative social media
platforms present new challenges and opportunities for radical organising, it sheds
new light on the concepts of self-organization, consensus decision making, individual
autonomy and collective identity. Revolutionising the way in which anarchist
activists and theorists think about organizations, this unprecedented investigation
makes a major contribution to the larger discussion of direct democracy. Literature
and sustainability Concept, text and culture Manchester University Press This
electronic version has been made available under a Creative Commons (BY-NC-ND)
open access license. How might literary scholarship engage with the sustainability
debate? Aimed at research scholars and advanced students in literary and
environmental studies, this collection brings together twelve essays by leading and
up-coming scholars on the theme of literature and sustainability. In today’s
sociopolitical world, sustainability has become a ubiquitous term, yet one potentially
driven to near meaninglessness by the extent of its usage. While much has been
written on sustainability in various domains, this volume sets out to foreground the
contributions literary scholarship might make to notions of sustainability, both as an
idea with a particular history and as an attempt to reconceptualise the way we live.
Essays in this volume take a range of approaches, using the tools of literary analysis
to interrogate sustainability’s various paradoxes and to examine how literature in its
various forms might envisage notions of sustainability. Labor Economics Gardner
Press Labor Economics, 5e is a well-received text that blends coverage of traditional
topics with modern theory and developments into a superb Labor Economics book.
The Fifth Edition builds on the features and concepts that made the ﬁrst four editions
successful, updating and adding new content to keep the text on the cusp of recent
events in the Labor Economics ﬁeld. The new edition continues to be the most
concise book in the market, enabling the instructor to teach all relevant material in a
semester-long class. Despite the book’s brevity, the instructor will ﬁnd that all of the
key topics in labor economics are eﬃciently covered in the Fifth Edition. Thanks to
updated pedagogy, new end-of-chapter material, and even stronger instructor
support, the Fifth Edition of Labor Economics remains one of the most relevant
textbooks in the market. Large-Scale Complex IT Systems. Development,
Operation and Management 17th Monterey Workshop 2012, Oxford, UK,
March 19-21, 2012, Revised Selected Papers Springer This book presents the
thoroughly refereed and revised post-workshop proceedings of the 17th Monterey
Workshop, held in Oxford, UK, in March 2012. The workshop explored the challenges
associated with the Development, Operation and Management of Large-Scale
complex IT Systems. The 21 revised full papers presented were signiﬁcantly
extended and improved by the insights gained from the productive and lively
discussions at the workshop, and the feedback from the post-workshop peer reviews.
Space Time Play Computer Games, Architecture and Urbanism: The Next
Level Springer Science & Business Media Computer and video games are leaving
the PC and conquering the arena of everyday life in the form of mobile
applications—the result is new types of cities and architecture. How do these games
alter our perception of real and virtual space? What can the designers of physical
and digital worlds learn from one another? Ancient Egypt Transformed The
Middle Kingdom Metropolitan Museum of Art The Middle Kingdom (ca. 2030–1650
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B.C.) was a transformational period in ancient Egypt, during which older artistic
conventions, cultural principles, religious beliefs, and political systems were revived
and reimagined. Ancient Egypt Transformed presents a comprehensive picture of the
art of the Middle Kingdom, arguably the least known of Egypt’s three kingdoms and
yet one that saw the creation of powerful, compelling works rendered with great
subtlety and sensitivity. The book brings together nearly 300 diverse works—
including sculpture, relief decoration, stelae, jewelry, coﬃns, funerary objects, and
personal possessions from the world’s leading collections of Egyptian art. Essays on
architecture, statuary, tomb and temple relief decoration, and stele explore how
Middle Kingdom artists adapted forms and iconography of the Old Kingdom, using
existing conventions to create strikingly original works. Twelve lavishly illustrated
chapters, each with a scholarly essay and entries on related objects, begin with
discussions of the distinctive art that arose in the south during the early Middle
Kingdom, the artistic developments that followed the return to Egypt’s traditional
capital in the north, and the renewed construction of pyramid complexes. Thematic
chapters devoted to the pharaoh, royal women, the court, and the vital role of family
explore art created for diﬀerent strata of Egyptian society, while others provide
insight into Egypt’s expanding relations with foreign lands and the themes of Middle
Kingdom literature. The era’s religious beliefs and practices, such as the pilgrimage
to Abydos, are revealed through magniﬁcent objects created for tombs, chapels, and
temples. Finally, the book discusses Middle Kingdom archaeological sites, including
excavations undertaken by the Metropolitan Museum over a number of decades.
Written by an international team of respected Egyptologists and Middle Kingdom
specialists, the text provides recent scholarship and fresh insights, making the book
an authoritative resource. Double Lives A History of Working Motherhood
Bloomsbury Publishing 'Fabulous' - The Times 'A milestone in women's history' Observer 'Groundbreaking ... a fascinating read' - Herald In Britain today, threequarters of mothers are in employment and paid work is an unremarkable feature of
women's lives after childbirth. Yet a century ago, working mothers were in the
minority, excluded altogether from many occupations, whilst their wage-earning was
widely perceived as a social ill. In Double Lives, Helen McCarthy accounts for this
remarkable transformation and the momentous consequences it has had for Britain.
Recovering the everyday worlds of working mothers, this groundbreaking history
forces us not only to re-evaluate the past, but to ask anew how current attitudes
towards mothers in the workplace have developed and how far we have to go.
'Impressive and nuanced' - Guardian 'Brilliant' - Literary Review Aegean Linear
Script(s) Rethinking the Relationship Between Linear A and Linear B
Cambridge University Press Interdisciplinary examination of the transmission process
of Linear A to Linear B script. Resurgent Asia Diversity in Development Oxford
University Press Over the last ﬁfty years Asia has transformed beyond recognition.
Resurgent Asia provides an analytical narrative of Asia's incredible development
situated in the wider context of historical, political, and social factors. Twelve Years
a Slave Prabhat Prakashan "Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty
years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a free State—and having at the end of that
time been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued
in the month of January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve years—it has been
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suggested that an account of my life and fortunes would not be uninteresting to the
public." -an excerpt Eﬃcient Processing of Deep Neural Networks Morgan &
Claypool Publishers This book provides a structured treatment of the key principles
and techniques for enabling eﬃcient processing of deep neural networks (DNNs).
DNNs are currently widely used for many artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) applications,
including computer vision, speech recognition, and robotics. While DNNs deliver
state-of-the-art accuracy on many AI tasks, it comes at the cost of high
computational complexity. Therefore, techniques that enable eﬃcient processing of
deep neural networks to improve metrics—such as energy-eﬃciency, throughput,
and latency—without sacriﬁcing accuracy or increasing hardware costs are critical to
enabling the wide deployment of DNNs in AI systems. The book includes background
on DNN processing; a description and taxonomy of hardware architectural
approaches for designing DNN accelerators; key metrics for evaluating and
comparing diﬀerent designs; features of the DNN processing that are amenable to
hardware/algorithm co-design to improve energy eﬃciency and throughput; and
opportunities for applying new technologies. Readers will ﬁnd a structured
introduction to the ﬁeld as well as a formalization and organization of key concepts
from contemporary works that provides insights that may spark new ideas. Empire
of Ruin Black Classicism and American Imperial Culture Oxford University
Press Introduction: Black classicism in the American empire -- Phillis Wheatley and
the aﬀairs of state -- In plain sight: slavery and the architecture of democracy -Ancient history, American time: Charles Chesnutt and the sites of memory -Crumbling into dust: conjure and the ruins of empire -- National monuments and the
residue of history Claridge's: The Cookbook Hachette UK *FREE SAMPLER* "...not
that I intend to die, but when I do, I don't want to go to heaven, I want to go to
Claridge's" Spencer Tracy "I love to check myself into Claridge's now and then for a
few nights - just to spoil myself" Jade Jagger "When I pass through the revolving
doors into the glamorous lobby of Claridge's in London, I always feel a thrill. You
enter a world of sophistication and wonderful service... Claridge's is my ultimate
treat." Lulu Guinness "It's the best in the world" Alex James An art deco jewel set in
the heart of London's Mayfair, Claridge's - one of the world's best luxury hotels - has
long been known for inspiring menus and exceptional dining from breakfasts and
elevenses, through lunch and afternoon tea, and on to drinks, dinner and the dessert
cart. Claridge's: The Cookbook celebrates that heritage in style, with a collection of
over 100 of the best-loved dishes and drinks from The Foyer and Reading Room, the
Bar and The Fumoir. With interludes ranging from the magic of Christmas to how to
host dinner for 100, the extraordinary experience of dining at Claridge's is brought to
life in book form. The book will include delectable dishes and drinks for every time of
day: from the Arnold Bennett omelette, to the Lobster, langoustine & crab cocktail
and the Smoked duck salad. Treats include Cheddar Eccles cakes and a Raspberry
marshmallow. Savour everything from the prized Claridge's chicken pie to a slice of
Venison Wellington, with some Truﬄed macaroni gratin or Pommes château. Share
the essence of Claridge's with family and friends, in the comfort of your own home and enjoy! Rodent Malaria Elsevier Rodent Malaria reviews signiﬁcant ﬁndings
concerning malaria parasites of rodents, including their taxonomy, zoogeography,
and evolution, along with life cycles and morphology; genetics and biochemistry; and
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concomitant infections. This volume is organized into eight chapters and begins by
sketching out the history of the discovery of rodent as well as aspects of
parasitology, immunology, and chemotherapy. These concepts are investigated two
decades following Ignace Vincke's major discovery and Meir Yoeli's successful
establishment of the method of cyclical transmission of the parasite. The following
chapters focus on the taxonomy and systematics of the subgenus Vinckeia, with
reference to the concepts of species and subspecies of animals and the degree to
which they apply to malaria parasites, in particular to those of rodents. The
discussion then shifts to how the rodent malaria parasites provide a unique insight
into the subcellular organization of Plasmodium species, the use of rodent malaria as
an experimental model to study immunological responses, and infectious agents that
interact with malaria parasites. The book concludes with a chapter on malaria
chemotherapy, with emphasis on the value of rodent malaria in antimalarial drug
screening and the use of antimalarial drugs as biological probes. This book will be of
interest to protozoologists and physicians as well as those from other disciplines
including biochemistry, immunology, pharmacology, cell biology, and genetics.
Resource Rebels Native Challenges to Mining and Oil Corporations South End
Press Native peoples and their allies work to protect the world's remaining natural
resources from corporate greed. Coastal and Marine Environments CRC Press
Authored by world-class scientists and scholars, The Handbook of Natural Resources,
Second Edition, is an excellent reference for understanding the consequences of
changing natural resources to the degradation of ecological integrity and the
sustainability of life. Based on the content of the bestselling and CHOICE-awarded
Encyclopedia of Natural Resources, this new edition demonstrates the major
challenges that the society is facing for the sustainability of all well-being on the
planet Earth. The experience, evidence, methods, and models used in studying
natural resources are presented in six stand-alone volumes, arranged along the main
systems of land, water, and air. It reviews state-of-the-art knowledge, highlights
advances made in diﬀerent areas, and provides guidance for the appropriate use of
remote sensing and geospatial data with ﬁeld-based measurements in the study of
natural resources. Volume 5, Coastal and Marine Environments, discusses marine
and coastal ecosystems, their biodiversity, conservation, and integrated marine
management plans. It provides fundamental information on coastal and estuarine
systems and includes discussions on coastal erosion and shoreline change, natural
disasters, evaporation and energy balance, ﬁsheries and marine resource
management, and more. New in this edition are discussions on sea level rise,
renewable energy, coral reef restoration, ﬁshery resource economics, and coastal
remote sensing. This volume demonstrates the key processes, methods, and models
used through many case studies from around the world. Written in an easy-toreference manner, The Handbook of Natural Resources, Second Edition, as individual
volumes or as a complete set, is an essential reading for anyone looking for a deeper
understanding of the science and management of natural resources. Public and
private libraries, educational and research institutions, scientists, scholars, and
resource managers will beneﬁt enormously from this set. Individual volumes and
chapters can also be used in a wide variety of both graduate and undergraduate
courses in environmental science and natural science at diﬀerent levels and
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disciplines, such as biology, geography, earth system science, and ecology.
Vocational Educator Current Trends in Human Ecology Cambridge Scholars
Pub Demonstrates human ecology as an exercise of interdisciplinarity at the
crossroads of humans and the environment. This book shows examples of diﬀerent
branches of human ecology as feasible alternatives to understand the interactions of
human culture and behaviour with the natural environment from diﬀerent parts of
the world Preharvest Food Safety John Wiley & Sons An overview of farm-to-fork
safety in the preharvest realm Foodborne outbreaks continue to take lives and harm
economies, making controlling the entry of pathogens into the food supply a priority.
Preharvest factors have been the cause of numerous outbreaks, including Listeria in
melons, Salmonella associated with tomatoes, and Shiga toxin-producing E.coli in
beef products, yet most traditional control measures and regulations occur at the
postharvest stage. Preharvest Food Safety covers a broad swath of knowledge
surrounding topics of safety at the preharvest and harvest stages, focusing on
problems for speciﬁc food sources and food pathogens, as well as new tools and
potential solutions. Led by editors Siddhartha Thakur and Kalmia Kniel, a team of
expert authors provides insights into critical themes surrounding preharvest food
safety, including Challenges speciﬁc to meat, seafood, dairy, egg, produce, grain,
and nut production Established and emerging foodborne and agriculture-related
pathogens Inﬂuences of external factors such as climate change and the growing
local-foods trend Regulatory issues from both US and EU perspectives Use of preand probiotics, molecular tools, mathematical modeling, and one health approaches
Intended to encourage the scientiﬁc community and food industry stakeholders to
advance their knowledge of the developments and challenges associated with
preharvest food safety, this book addresses the current state of the ﬁeld and
provides a diverse array of chapters focused on a variety of food commodities and
microbiological hazards. Seeking the Centre The Australian Desert in
Literature, Art and Film Cambridge University Press This exciting, highly
illustrated book reveals the impact of the desert on Australian culture. Precision
Public Health Frontiers Media SA Precision Public Health is a new and rapidly
evolving ﬁeld, that examines the application of new technologies to public health
policy and practice. It draws on a broad range of disciplines including genomics,
spatial data, data linkage, epidemiology, health informatics, big data, predictive
analytics and communications. The hope is that these new technologies will
strengthen preventive health, improve access to health care, and reach
disadvantaged populations in all areas of the world. But what are the downsides and
what are the risks, and how can we ensure the beneﬁts ﬂow to those population
groups most in need, rather than simply to those individuals who can aﬀord to pay?
This is the ﬁrst collection of theoretical frameworks, analyses of empirical data, and
case studies to be assembled on this topic, published to stimulate debate and
promote collaborative work. Polis Histories, Collective Memories and the
Greek World Cambridge University Press Re-assesses the phenomenon of Greek
'local history-writing' and its role in creating political and cultural identity in a
changing world. Pandemic Brash Books A reclusive billionaire plots to "save the
world" by destroying most of mankind with a deadly pandemic. Secret agent Charlie
Sparrow, armed only with his quick wit and cunning intelligence, is assigned to stop
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him. "Pandemic is great. The suspense builds so fast, that this is a novel to be read
in one sitting. The macabre situation in which Sparrow gets entwined is so chilling
that it can send shivers the spine of a reader on a sunny afternoon. Ardies has
written a thriller that manages to be exciting, funny and sexy all at the same time."
Vancouver Sun "Tom Ardies is the nearest thing to Ian Fleming and Mickey Spillane
that we have...Pandemic is tautly written, adequately complicated." Ottawa Journal
"An ingenious plot and non-stop suspense in a novel of the all-too-near future."
Yazoo Herald The Bricktionary Brickman's ultimate LEGO A-Z Allen & Unwin A
comprehensive A-Z of creative builds and insider tips, from the star judge of the
smash-hit TV show Lego® Masters Australia. 'I enjoyed reading this more than the
real dictionary. Turns out there's an actual name for that little piece with a handle on
it and the medium-sized circle-y one!' HAMISH BLAKE Welcome to the most
comprehensive A-Z of creative builds and insider tips ever, each carefully selected
by Brickman himself. Discover ingenious ideas for your next build, from Aliens to
Zebras and everything in between, curated by the star judge of the smash-hit TV
show LEGO Masters Australia. Take your builds to the next level with expert protechniques, and become ﬂuent in LEGO language with deﬁnitions of LEGO terms
throughout. Whether you're an AFoL (adult fan of LEGO) or a KFoL (kid fan of LEGO),
starting small or aiming high, The Bricktionary will fast become the indispensable
companion to any LEGO collection. Design challenges * LEGO terms explained * Pro
techniques * LEGO guessing game What are you going to build today? Pelicans in
the Former USSR Presents data on the Palaearctic nesting populations of Great
White and Dalmation Pelicans, with an emphasis on the importance of the former
USSR to the species. Plan B: Rescuing A Planet Under Stress And A
Civilization In Trouble Orient Blackswan Over the past few years Lester R. Brown
has written several bestselling works that have made us aware of the need for
sustainable development. This latest work shows that we have created a bubble
economy, one whose output is artiﬁcially inﬂated by overconsuming the earth's
natural capital. The present course, Plan A, will lead to continuing environmental
deterioration and eventual economic decline. The alternative is Plan B, a worldwide
mobilization to stabilize population and climate before these issues spiral out of
control. The goal is to stabilize population close to the United Nation's low projection
of 7.4 billion, to reduce carbon emissions by half by 2015, and to raise water
productivity by half. Lester Brown puts forward a workable blueprint that can be
enacted now.
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